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Chapter 361 Susan’s Birthday Party (Part Four)
Rachel immediately followed the sound and looked behind to find a snow-white
cat on the back seat, ready to jump over her. Then she saw a little boy slowly
straighten from under the back seat. “Lukas, I find Joey.” Rachel was relieved to
find him in her car. “He is in my car!” “in your car?! Then…” Lukas was also
surprised “I’ll bring him back later. Don’t worry. He’s safe.” Then, Rachel cut the
call, angrily unfastened her seat belt, and got out of the car. In the car, Joey
hugged Katie and wasn’t sure whether he should get out or stay put. He couldn’t
make out from his mother’s expression whether she was angry or not.

Joey had planned to follow his mother quietly and find the right time to reveal
himself. A time that would greatly reduce the probability of his mother’s anger.
He lowered his head and glared at Katie, who was unaware of what she had done.
Joey pulled the cat’s ears gently and said, “It’s all your fault. Didn’t you promise
that you wouldn’t make a sound?” Katie thought that Joey was playing with her
by pulling her ears, so she purred and licked the back of his hand.

Suddenly, the rear door opened. Rachel looked inside and said, “So don’t you
want to get out of the car now? Are you planning on staying in the car?” When
Joey heard this, he knew he was wrong. He hugged Katie tightly and immediately
got out of the car. As soon as his feet touched the ground, Joey admitted his
mistake. “Mommy, I’m sorry. I was wrong.”
Rachel was stunned.
“And?” Rachel laughed angrily. ‘And? What else is there? Shouldn’t you touch my
head and hug me? Shouldn’t you tell me that I shouldn’t do it next time?’

Joey was confused and blinked innocently. “And…” “Joey, I remember that I
clearly refused your request to come with me, didn’t I?” In the past, it had not
been a big deal. When they were at the alliance’s headquarters, Joey could do
whatever he liked. That was because he was safe there. No one would dare to
enter alliance to kidnap him and challenge the Red Hackers. But now they were in
Apliaria, and Joey had been targeted.
Rachel had to be cautious because she didn’t know who their enemies were.
Joey lowered his head sadly.
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He could tell that his mother was really angry this time. Before, Joey used to hide
in Quintin’s car and follow him all around the alliance island. She had never
gotten so angry with him then. However, since he was more clever and sensitive
than normal children, Joey could feel that his mother was nervous these days,
and he didn’t know why.
“Mommy, I’m sorry.”
“Miss Bennet?”

Andy had seen that Rachel drove her car to the Bennet family’s underground
garage, but she hadn’t come up yet. He found it weird, so he took the initiative to
go down to the garage and see why Rachel was taking so long. Andy saw her from
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afar and called out to her. Only when he reached closer did he see a little boy
standing in front of Rachel. Andy had seen Joey’s photos, so he recognized him
immediately. Surprised, he asked, “You’re Joe Bennet, right?” Only a few people
knew Joey’s nickname, and Andy had just taken his full name.

Confused, Joey raised his head and looked at Andy with a slight frown. “I’m Andy.
Your mother’s lawyer and friend.” Andy introduced himself. Joey remembered
that he had once checked Andy’s profile. But the man in the photo had obviously
been much younger than the man standing in front of him. That was why Joey
had not recognized him immediately. Thinking that his mother was still angry
with him, Joey had no interest in knowing Andy now. He turned to look at Rachel
eagerly. Sensing the tension between the two, Andy asked, “What’s the matter?
What’s wrong?”

“Nothing. Let’s go up.” Because of Andy, Rachel couldn’t say anything more to
Joey. She decided that once they returned to Sue Garden, she would tell him the
seriousness of what he did and not to repeat it ever.
Rachel then turned around and walked towards the garage door.
Joey was distressed when he saw that his mother didn’t even glance at him. He
stood still and quietly held the cat in his arms. Although Andy was not a
psychologist, he became good at psychology since he dealt with different clients
every day.

Also, the tension between the mother and son couldn’t be ignored. He soon
realized that he had interrupted an argument. No, to be precise, Joey must have
angered his mother. “Come on. Follow your mother. She is waiting for you,” Andy
said in a gentle voice. “My mommy is angry with me. She will not wait for me.”
Joey’s mouth trembled as he felt a little regretful. Andy smiled and said, “She is
your mommy. How can she be angry with you? Instead, she walked slowly so that
you could catch up with her.” Joey immediately raised his head and looked at
Rachel.

Indeed, she was waiting for him at the garage door. His eyes lit up. With eager
steps and Katie in his arms, Joey walked to Rachel. He grabbed ahold of her hand
and said happily, “Mommy!” Rachel looked at him dotingly and said helplessly,
“Don’t ever do that again.” “I promise I won’t. I will be obedient in the future.”
Andy, who had been walking behind them looked at the back of Joey’s head and
said in a low voice, “They really look alike!” Joey really looked a lot like Victor.

Although Victor thought that Joey was Odin’s son, Andy couldn’t help but
wonder whether they could hide the truth from Victor. ‘How long can we hide the
truth from him?’ Once they reached the Bennet family’s living room, Andy
handed Rachel the well-made invite. “It was specially sent by the Salazar family.”
Rachel took the invite and opened it. The first thing that caught her eye was
Susan’s photo. Rachel tumed the page and saw the contents.

The party would be held at seven o’clock tomorrow night at Waterfront Hotel.
“Correct me if I’m wrong. The Bennet Group and Salazar Group have no business
cooperation, right?” Rachel thought about it for a while and wondered whether
she had missed something. “No, they don’t.” Andy shook his head. “The Bennet
Group has gone downhill in the past few years. Had it not been for your mother
and her father, the Bennet family would have been forced out of Apliaria’s upper
class.”



Now, the Bennet family was almost not in the upper-class circle, though. Rachel
looked at the address on the invite. Since there were no business dealings
between the families, it only meant that the invite was specially sent for her by
Susan. “Miss Bennet, if you would not like to attend, I send the Salazar family
your regrets.” “No, that won’t be necessary. I’ll go,” Rachel said as she closed the
invite.
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Waterfront Hotel was one of Apliaria’s fanciest hotels. It was only six o’clock, and
dusk was already approaching. There were several luxury cars parked at the open
parking lot in front of the hotel. Media reporters were holding cameras at the
entrance of the hotel. It was quite a lively spectacle. Nowadays, the Salazar
family was different from what they used to be. During the past few years, it
became part of the upper class of society.

They became rich and powerful. Moreover, Susan was now Victor’s fiancee. Thus,
when people heard that she was going to host a birthday party, all the young men
and women from the upper class of Apliaria’s society tried their best to gain an
invitation to her birthday party “I’ve heard that the Salazar family are about to
announce something important today. Do you know what it is?” Outside the hotel,
the reporters were waiting for the birthday girl to arrive and whispering amongst
each other. “An important thing, huh? What else could be more important than
announcing that Susan and Victor are getting married? I’m sure that the Salazar
family are going to use Susan’s party to announce that she and Victor are about
to get married,” someone replied. “Really?

A distant relative of mine that works for the Sullivan Group mentioned that
employees of the company said that their engagement have been cancelled,”
said another. “Are you kidding me? Didn’t news of their upcoming marriage just
break out a few days ago?” “Yes, but I didn’t think it’ll happen. Susan and Victor
have been engaged for three years, but they still haven’t gotten married. It’s not
entirely impossible for their engagement to be cancelled. Besides, I heard that
on Susan’s most recent interview, her agent screened questions about Victor in
advance.
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The agent wouldn’t allow the reporters to ask such questions!”
“Miss Salazar is here!” shouted someone from the crowd. The reporters having a
heated discussion cheered up and glanced at a certain direction. A Bentley
arrived and stopped at the entrance of the hotel. Not long after, well-trained
bodyguards who had been waiting for Susan at the hotel appeared. They used
their bodies to clear a path for her. The reporters pointed their cameras towards
the rear door of the Bentley. All of her fans who had been waiting for her to
arrive screamed with excitement, and the crowd went wild.
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Meanwhile, inside the car, Becky averted her gaze from the window and turned
her attention to Susan. Then, she patted Susan’s shoulder and said, “Everything
will be okay after today. I’ve already arranged everything. Tomorrow, you’ll be
joining a theater group. And once you become part of the group, no matter what
happens, don’t give a damn about any of it! All you need to do is to focus on
shooting. We’ll deal with everything else.” People outside the car were
speculating that Susan and Victor were intending to announce their marriage.
But unbeknownst to them, they were actually going to announce the cancellation
of their engagement.

Becky had worked as Susan’s agent for three years. Though she thought Susan
wasn’t capable, they got along well. And seeing that Susan wasn’t talking much
throughout the entire journey, Becky could tell that she wasn’t feeling well. That
was why she tried to comfort her. Susan nodded in response, putting on a faint
smile. “Don’t worry, Becky. I’ll act accordingly. I’ll make sure that this won’t affect
my future work.” “It’s good that you know what to do,” said Becky Susan
clenched her hands on her knees and her eyelashes quivered. “Let’s go.” With
that, Becky nodded at the chauffeur slightly.

The latter understood what she meant, so he got out of the car, walked towards
the door on Susan’s side, and it opened it for her. As soon as Susan disembarked
from the car, her fans screamed. “Susan! We love you, Susan!” “Happy birthday,
Susan!” “Susan, we wish you happiness all the time!” Meanwhile, Susan was silent
the whole time. She stood on the red carpet, wearing a blue-grey customized
dress that made her look like a goddess. Her every move and the smile on her
face was so enchanting that people couldn’t take their eyes off her. “Thank you
all for your support!” Susan bowed to her fans with her hands on her chest. After
she bowed, her fans were even more riled up.

“Happy birthday!” they greeted loudly. When Becky got out of the car and saw
how Susan bowed to her fans, she noticed that the reports and Susan’s fans kept
on taking photos of Susan. Through her many years working as an agent, she had
already captured the highlights of tomorrow’s top searches. Even though Susan
hadn’t made much progress in her acting skills, she was keen on the advantages
she had, and she knew how to make her fans love her even more. On her birthday,
she bowed to her fans to express a sincere gratitude. And this simple act was
enough to leave a good impression to the public.

Becky stood beside the car for a few minutes on purpose. She didn’t approach
Susan until the reporters had finished taking photos of the latter. “Let’s go. It’s
almost the time,” said Becky. Susan nodded at her before giving her fans one
more smile. She then held the hemline of her dress, ready to enter the hotel. But
then, someone from behind said something that caught everyone’s attention.
And upon hearing it, Susan stopped in her tracks.

“That’s Mr. Sullivan’s car. He’s coming!” Susan froze at once. Since Becky was
standing beside her, she noticed the change in her mood, so she patted her hand.
“I’m fine,” Susan said, smiling at Becky. Then, she turned around and watched the
Maybach driving towards them. Because the official announcement of the
cancellation of their engagement hadn’t been released yet, she was still Victor’s
fiancee in everyone’s eyes.
And since she was still Victor’s fiancee, it was natural for her to wait for him here.



As she watched his Maybach drew closer and closer, she gripped the hemline of
her dress and her tight shoulder blades displayed just how nervous she was at
this moment. At long last, the car stopped. Soon, the door of the back seat was
opened, and the people inside the car disembarked from it as everyone’s eyes
fell on them. Everyone was expecting to see Victor, but they were stunned when
they saw someone else get out of the car. “Huh? Isn’t that Mr. Sullivan’s car?”
someone asked, breaking the silence. Upon hearing the question, everyone
glanced at the Maybach’s license plate.

They confirmed that this was indeed Victor’s car. Some of them might’ve never
seen Victor in person, but they would never mistake the license plate of his car.
The person who got out of the car wasn’t the man they expected; it was a woman.
“Who is she?” asked another person from the crowd. They were all stunned by
this. Upon seeing the person who disembarked from the car, Susan was just as
stunned as the crowd. She clenched the hemline of her dress so hard that her
nails dug into her palms.

There was a look of devastation in her eyes. ‘How is this possible? Why did it have
to be her? How could she-of all people get out of Victor’s car?’ she wondered.
Susan’s face turned pale in an instant. She pursed her lips, staring at the woman
with disbelief. Not a minute later, she heard the media reporters discussing
among themselves again. a “I know who she is!” “Who is she?” “That’s Rachel
Bennet!” After hearing this response, everyone else immediately realized who
the woman in front of them was. “Bennet? Which one? I’ve been working as a
reporter for two years.

Why haven’t I heard that there’s a Bennet family in Apliaria?” “That’s because
you’ve only been at this line of work for two years. It’s unsurprising that you
don’t know about them. Oh, my God! I’ve only heard some time ago that Rachel
was still alive, but I didn’t expect it to be true. Something interesting is about to
happen tonight.” . “What do you mean by that? What makes you say that
something interesting would happen?” , “Oh, I see! You didn’t know about that
either, huh? Susan is Victor’s current fiancee, while Rachel is Victor’s ex-wife.”
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The reporters immediately realized that something intriguing would happen and
all unconsciously aimed their cameras at them to take photos of Susan and
Rachel when they stood together Some were even thinking about the headlines
of the news tonight. Would it be about the life of the rich in Apliaria or the
ex-wife and current fiancee of a rich man? Becky, who was standing next to Susan,
also recognized Rachel.

She turned to Susan and whispered, “There are many reporters present. Also,
don’t forget it’s your birthday tonight. So don’t create any trouble. Let’s go in
first.” Susan pursed her lips tightly. Usually, she would have obeyed her because



of the media. But when she noticed that Rachel got out of Victor’s car, her hidden
jealousy burst through her. Becky’s words made Susan feel that Becky was
protecting Rachel. ‘This is my birthday party, and I am the main person. Why
should I hide?’ Gripping the hemline of her dress, Susan took a deep breath and
walked toward Rachel. Seeing this, Becky called out to her and hurriedly reached
out to grab Susan’s wrist, but it was too late.
Becky was left staring at Susan’s back.

She frowned and quickly took out her phone to make a call.
As soon as Rachel got out of the car, she noticed people looking at her, but
before she could pay attention to them, she received a message on her mobile
phone. It was a message from Joey. “Mommy, please come back early tonight.”
When Rachel read the message, a faint smile appeared on her face. After she
returned from the Bennet family’s house last night, she repeatedly stressed the
seriousness of how Joey had sneaked out of the Sue Garden.

Although she didn’t have the heart to do so, she still punished him and asked him
to write “I won’t sneak out of Sue Garden without permission” a hundred times.
Joey didn’t finish it until one o’clock in the morning, and he fell asleep at the
table.
When Rachel took Joey back to his room, it seemed that he was still writing in his
dream and murmured, “Mommy, I won’t do that again.” When she heard this,
Rachel felt both sad and helpless. On being taught a lesson, Joey didn’t insist on
following her tonight when he knew that she was going.
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Instead, Joey said that he would wait for her at home.
When Rachel was about to drive out, she discovered that she had a flat tire.
It was getting late, and if she asked someone to send a spare tire here, she would
miss the party. She also realized that the size of the spare tire was different from
the original one, so it was only for an emergency. Rachel couldn’t drive a car with
a spare tire to the birthday party. When Joey got to know this, his eyes lit up, and
he said, “Mommy, there are lots of cars in

Daddy’s garage. You can take his car.” Rachel refused and wanted to take a cab to
the club. But half an hour later, she still didn’t find one. Finally, she found one by
using an app, but it was five kilometers away. The driver cancelled the order.
Observing the ever-increasing waiting time on the app, Joey still didn’t give up
convincing Rachel. “Mommy, if you don’t leave now, you will be late. Just take
Daddy’s car. If you feel uncomfortable, you can pay him back. Just assume that
you have taken a cab.” Lukas also said, “Miss Bennet, I think Joey is right. Let the
driver take you there.”

So, in the end, Rachel agreed to take Victor’s car and requested the driver to take
her to the club. But when she nodded in agreement, she didn’t notice that Joey
and Lukas looked at each other, and a sly light sparkled in their eyes.
Susan walked straight to Rachel. Seeing that Rachel was looking at the screen of
her phone and smiling, she couldn’t help but look at the screen. However, Susan
couldn’t see anything from this angle. She only knew that Rachel smiled because
she had received a message. ‘Who sent her this message?

Victor?’ Thinking Rachel’s smile was for Victor, Susan got very upset. She grew
envious, and that made her feel uneasy. She restrained her jealousy and tried to
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calm down. She stood in front of Rachel and said in a gentle voice, “I thought you
wouldn’t come.” Rachel put away her phone and looked at Susan. “I received an
invite. How could I not come?” She then handed Susan the gift. “An impromptu
gift. Happy birthday to you.” Susan took the gift and looked at Rachel. “Thank
you.” She tried to find some clue on Rachel’s face, but the woman’s face was
expressionless.

Susan couldn’t understand how Rachel could be so calm. Or was it because Rachel
didn’t think much about her? Susan clenched her teeth and looked at the
Maybach behind Rachel. Her mind was full of disregard for Victor The more Susan
thought about it, the more envious she became. Unknowingly, her eyes turned
red, and she gripped the gift tighter. Seeing that the air between the two people
changed, everyone widened their eyes and held their breath together, fearing
that they would miss something huge between Susan and Rachel, as they were
rivals in love.

This gossip was about the wealthiest families in the Apliaria, and one of them was
a famous star in the entertainment circle.
Wealthy families, entertainment circle, rivals in love… These keywords were
enough to set the internet on fire! What a rare chance! And just as everyone
thought the war was about to break out, a joking voice suddenly came from the
entrance.
“I thought there would be something fascinating. It turns out that you two are
here.”

Instantly, everyone glanced at the door. Susan spun around and saw a man at the
entrance. Her expression changed slightly. “Mr. Scott Rachel looked at Carson
and thought, ‘Is there a radar in Carson’s brain? Every time something interesting,
he is always present.’ If Rachel hadn’t known that Carson had not asked Susan to
wait for her at the entrance, sh would have guessed that he did it on purpose.
“Oh, I forgot something.” Carson walked over to Susan and looked down at the
gift in her han “Miss Salazar, I forgot to bring you a gift.”

Susan was speechless and didn’t know how to answer. Finally, she just said, “It
doesn’t matte It’s good that you came.” The reporters thought, ‘Is it really
appropriate that Carson said he forgot to bring a gift for Susa so openly?’ The
news that Susan was going to hold a birthday party was now common knowledge,
and t Scott family had already received the invitation from the Salazar family. If
Carson didn’t know the reason would have been too farfetched. But now, he said
that he had forgotten to get Susa a birthday gift. It meant Carson didn’t think
much about Susan or the Salazar family.

“It is remarkable that you don’t mind it.” Carson smiled enchantingly. “Your
mother has bee looking for you.” “My mother?” Susan was too stunned to react.
Carson nodded, “It seems that she is anxious. Perhaps she has something urgent
to tell you. Aft all, you have something important to announce today, right?” His
tone hinted at a bit of advice and a warning. Susan suddenly looked up at Carson
but only saw his distrustful smile. She threw Rachel a glance, pursed her lips, and
took a deep breath. “In that case… I’ll go and si what she wants.” She then
walked into the hotel while carrying the hemline of her dress.
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